Advisory Group Meeting #3
11/6/19

Who is in attendance:
- Carla Gordon- Provo City Library
- Cindy Jenkins- Mountainland Head Start
- Josh Ihrig- Provo City
- Jacob Brace- Google Fiber
- Joseph Silverzweig- Comcast Internet Essentials
- Ammon Veil- South Franklin Community Center
- Dave Franz- Intuitive IT, small business owner
- Nicki Wake- Provo Adult Education
- Kayla Bradshaw- United Way
- Vikram Ravi- Digital Inclusion Researcher
- Jazmyn Marshall- Digital Inclusion VISTA
- Catharine Draper- Digital Inclusion VISTA

Introductions

Agenda

Digital Inclusion Week Review

Rural Library Computer Lab Update

Annual Report- Reflection on 2019

Direction of the Advisory Group

Meeting Focuses

Goals for Fiscal Year 2020

NDIA Digital Inclusion Trailblazers

Digital Equity Plan Outline